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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure continues across the region, driving gentle to moderate breezes and fair skies to the Gulf of Mexico.  Seas will 
remain at slight levels, with significant wave heights remaining below 4 feet.  An occasional shower is possible, but overall rain 
chances will remain low.  No major impacts are expected across the Gulf of Mexico today and tomorrow.

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

High pressure is expected to remain across the Gulf through Friday, but low pressure will begin to form over Texas Friday.  As 
a result, the pressure gradient will begin to tighten, allowing for winds and seas to begin to increase, with moderate seas and 
fresh to strong winds expected.  By Saturday, showers and thunderstorm potential will begin to increase.  On Sunday, the 
low’s associated cold front will arrive, bringing a northerly to northeasterly wind shift.  Seas will increase to near-rough to 
rough levels.  In the deepwater areas of the central and eastern Gulf of Mexico, seas could peak at 12-13 feet Sunday evening.  
High pressure will return early next week, but a tight pressure gradient will continue allowing for winds to maintain at fresh to 
strong levels behind the front through day seven.
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